BLUE TWO. Design: EOOS.

The spacious upholstery and generous dimensions
make a statement in a room. The advantages of
the sofa are compelling: The seats can be extended
at the push of a button, thus increasing the seating
space. Individual comfort to suit your height. You
can also fold down the armrest to create the perfect
place for putting your feet up.

Product description

Modell no.

477

Frame

Frame: base frame steel construction.
Seat frame: solid beech with zigzag spring.
Back: detaches using slot-in system.

Upholstery

Fixed seat cushions, cold cure foam sandwich construction with an outer layer of wadding.
Back cushions: loose, ticking sewn into chambers with rod/down filling.

Legs

Steel, highly polished chrome-plated. With synthetic glides.

Function seath depth

Sofas and extension sofas can be equipped
with a pull-out section of 17 cm (for
surcharge).
The seat is adjusted with a motor.
The sofa 477-35 cannot be equipped with
this function.

Function armrest

Ordering advice

Sofas (except 477-35) and extension sofas
can be equipped with one or two functional
armrests (for surcharge).
When folded down, each armrest adds
30 cm to the width of the sofa.
FL = functional armrest on the left,
FR = functional armrest on the right,
FLFR = functional armrests on the left and on
the right - as viewed from the front.
Please note the respective armrest when
ordering.

Sofa with variable
seath depth

Sofa FL

Extension sofa with
variable seat depth

Sofa FR

Sofa FLFR

Extension sofa

A corner sofa combination is consisting of:
1. an extension sofa 477-XX AS and
2. a corner module sofa 477-XX ES or a orner module récamière 477-XX ER.

Lateral view

BLUE TWO.
The back height of the corner récamère modules is 60 cm without cushions (corresponds to the
armrest height). The back height of the other modules is 70 cm without cushions.
Through the combination of various elements it is possible that a variety of cushions lengths
will be fitted to the modular sofa and modular récamières.
All elements are available in two seat heights: 42 cm and 44 cm (44 cm for surcharge).

Notice

Technical drawings and dimensions

Blue Two. Design: EOOS.
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Beispielkonfigurationen Configuration examples

Version A: 255/285 x 237

Version B: 275/305 x 237

Version C: 255/285 x 255

Version D: 295/325 x 255

All dimensions in cm.

Version E: 255/285 x 255

Version F: 295/325 x 255

Alle Maßangaben in cm. All dimensions in cm.
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